DEODORIZED DEGREASER
DIRECTIONS: Deo-Solv may be diluted with up to 8 parts diesel oil or mineral spirits. Apply with
sprayer, brush or mop directly to dry surface. Let stand for 3 to 10 minutes to allow for maximum
penetration. Additional scrubbing aids in loosening heavy grime. Apply this product to the surface before
surface area is wetted with water, this will insure maximum penetration.
DESCRIPTION: A safe but powerful industrial strength multipurpose flooring adhesive remover that even
removes linoleum. Proven when properly used it works better than other degreasers. This solution is
specially formulated to remove multi-purpose adhesives but it is also a very effective cleaner. It cleans
everything from greasy machinery to paint covered hands. Removes everything from blood stains to oil
marks to chewing gum, on just about any type of surface. The applications are unlimited. Deo-Solv is
proven to be non-toxic and a non-irritant. It can be used to safely clean grease or tar from skin. It is also
reusable, dirty solvent placed in a container will separate. Contaminants settle to the bottom, allowing
clean Deo-Solv to be poured off from the top. This product was developed to contain no odor or a nice
fragrance when being used for all kinds of jobs.
Available fragrances: orange, cherry, lime, mint, spice, or no odor.

AREAS OF USE: Auto, truck, machine shops, railroads, airplanes, farm equipment, shop floors,
transmissions and marine equipment. This product works well in parts washer in shops of all kinds. Can
be used on carpeting, fabric, ceramic tile, painted surfaces, wallpaper, cement, wood, metal, aluminum,
plexiglass, most plastics and skin.
EFFECTIVELY REMOVES: Chewing gum, Oil, Crayon, Fresh paint, Blood, Waxes, Cosmetics,
Tar, Grease, Asphalt, Duplicator Ink, Scuff marks, Adhesive Residue, and Multipurpose Adhesives.

CAUTION:
FOR INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE ONLY. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

LYN DISTRIBUTING

965 N. Redwood Rd. NSL, UT. 84054

Phone (801)295-5022
366-5022

Outside SLC area- (800)

